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MODELS OF SYMBIOTIC STARS
M. Friedjung
I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
As it can be seen from Chapter I I of this
monograph, we need to explain" many features
of symbiotic stars. One of the most important is
the coexistence of a cool spectral component
that is apparently very similar to the spectrum
of a cool giant, with at least one hot continuum,
and emission lines from very different stages of
ionization. The cool component dominates the
infrared spectrum of S-type symbiotics; it tends
to be veiled in this wavelength range by what
appears to be excess emission in D-type symbi-
otics, this excess usually being attributed to
circumstellar dust. The hot continuum (or con-
tinua) dominates the ultraviolet. X-rays have
sometimes also been observed.
also mention in this connection that radio obser-
vations (or, in a few cases, optical observations)
of nebulae indicate ejection from symbiotic
stars, with deviations from spherical symmetry.
In the following, we shall give a historical
overview of the proposed models for symbiotic
stars and make a critical analysis in the light of
the observations discussed in Chapter 11. Then
we describe the empirical approach to models
and use the observational data to diagnose the
physical conditions in the symbiotics stars. Fi-
nally, we compare the results of this empirical
approach with existing models and discuss unre-
solved problems requiring new observational
and theoretical work.
Another important feature of symbiotic stars
that needs to be explained is the variahilitv.
Different forms occur, some variability being
periodic. This type of variability can, in a few
cases, strongly suggest the presence of eclipses
of a binary system. One of the most characteris-
tic forms of variablility is that characterizing the
active phases. This basic form of variation is
traditionally associated in the optical with the
veiling of the cool spectrum and the disappear-
ance of high-ionization emission lines, the latter
progressively appearing (in classical cases, re-
appearing) later. Such spectral changes recall
those of novae, but spectroscopic signatures of
the high-ejection velocities observed for novae
are not usually detected in symbiotic stars.
However, the light curves of the "symbiotic
nova" subclass recall those of novae. We may
lI. HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF
SIMPLE MODELS
Several types of model are conceivable, if
one takes as a starting point the fact that the
spectra are com.posite. For instance, it can be
supposed that one has a single object with sev-
eral regions whose physical properties are very
different or that one has a binary. Following
Friedjung (1982), we shall broadly classify
simple models into the following categories:
(a) Single-star models having a hot central
object surrounded by a cool envelope.
(b) Single-star models having a cool central
object surrounded by a hot envelope.
(c) Binary models.
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It mustbe notedthat single-starmodels
withoutsphericalsymmetryarealsopossible
andhavesometimesbeensuggested.
Thesimplestsortof explanationis of type
(c),andthiswastheonethefirstsuggested.It
wasproposedby Berman(1932)for several
stars,andbyHogg(1934)for Z And.Berman
suggestedthepresenceof anextremelyfaintO
starthatwouldbetoofainttobeseen,enclosed
by asmallnebularshellof highexcitation.Bi-
narymotionandtheproximityof thenebular
shellweresupposedto bepossiblyresponsible
fortheobservedvariations.Hethoughtthatdu-
plicitymightbedirectlyseenusinga powerful
instrument.Hogg(1934)proposedthatZ And
consistedof a normalM giantanda variable
veryhotdwarfthatexciteda nebularenvelope,
perhapsejectedin nova-likeoutbursts.
Kuiper(1941)suggestedthatstars uchasZ
And,VV Cep,T CrB,CI Cyg,AX Per,etc.,
mightbeexamplesofwhathecalledejectionof
typeA in binaries.To usepresentday lan-
guage,agiantfills itsRochelobe,andmaterial
is ejectedneartheinnerLagragianpoint,tend-
ingto gointoorbitaroundacompactompan-
ion.A binarymodelfor BFCyg,proposedby
Aller (1954a)is illustratedin Figure12-1.
However,it isgenerallynoteasyto finddi-
rectevidenceof binarityforsymbioticstars,so
varioussingle-starmodelswereproposed.
Menzel(1946)suggestedahotcentralstarwith
coolenvelopemodelfor differentkindsof
giantstar.Heproposedthatthecoolenvelope
ofRAqrlayonlyoverthepolesoronlyaround
theequator.
InasimilarwaySobolev(1960)gaveanex-
planationfor cool starswith emissionlines,
/
tO 111],[Ne III], IO I11
Figure 12-1. A bina O, model proposed for the sym#iotiu star BF Cyg (Aller, 1954a).
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whichsymbioticstarscanbeconsideredto re-
sembleat certaintimesin certainwavelength
ranges.AccordingtoSobolev,suchstarshada
hotnucleusurroundedby anenvelopewitha
significantoptical thicknessin subordinate
continualiketheBalmercontinuumof hydro-
gen,givingriseto acoolabsorptionlinespec-
trum.
TheSunandsimilarstarscanfromacertain
pointof view,alsobe thoughtof as"symbi-
otic".Thesamestarhasarelativelycoolspec-
trumin theopticalandhigh-ionizationemis-
sionlinesin thefar-UV.Thisisexplainedin the
solarcaseby thepresenceof a hotchromo-
sphere,transitionregionandcoronaabovea
fairlycoolphotosphere,andquitea numberof
attemptshavebeenmadeto explainsymbiotic
starswith thiskindof model. Aller(1954b)
suggestedthatsuchapicturewithheatingpro-
ducedbythedissipationof shockwavescould
beanalternativeto a binarymodel.Gauzit
(1955a,b)triedto explainobservationsof the
symbioticstarAX Perusingthiskindof model.
His studiesof relativeline-intensityvariations
appearedto himhardto explainusingabinary
model.However,it maybenotedthatstratifi-
cationeffectscanbecomplex,particularlyin a
binarysystem.
Wood(1974)madetheoreticalcalculations
concerninga modelwitha coolphotosphere
andhotchromosphere.An asymptotic-branch
giantstarhadpulsationsandrelaxationoscilla-
tions;noisefrom shocksheatedthechromo-
sphere.
A newimpulsewasgivento binarymodels
by the work of Boyarchuk(1966, 1967a,
1968,1969a,1969b,1975,1976b).Energy
distributionsof a numberof symbioticswere
studiedandinterpretedasdueto threecompo-
nents:acoolgiant,asmallhotstarwithatem-
peraturenearl0t K,andanionizednebula.The
hot star was assumed to radiate as a blackbody,
while the nebula was supposed to be optically
thick to photons with wavelengths less than 912
A, and optically thin at longer wavelengths.
Optical range energy distributions were ex-
plained for a number of stars, including AG Peg
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and Z And. The variations of Z And were inter-
preted by changes in the temperature of the hot
star at almost constant bolometric magnitude.
At present, workers in the field of symbiotic
stars with few exceptions consider that almost
all symbiotics, if not all, are interacting bina-
ries. The question now is since about 1980, to
find out which processes dominate in which
stars. One major reason for this shift in attitude is
the impact of ultraviolet observations with
the IUE satellite, which cannot be easily ex-
plained in the framework of single star models.
In the following we shall give a more detailed
description of models and how they can be
tested.
Ill. SINGLE STAR MODELS
IlI.A. HOT STAR WITH COOL ENVELOPE
We shall consider two forms of such a
model. The first form to which the already
mentioned historical models belong has dense
envelopes, with a nonnegligible optical thick-
ness in the continuum at most wavelengths.
Without detailed calculations, it is possible to
make simple predictions for the behavior of
symbiotic stars that would be described by the
first form of the model, these appearing, in
general, to be contradicted by the observations.
Firstly, as we have already seen in Chapter
!1, the cool spectral component very much
resembles that of a cool star without signs of
abnormalities. We shall come back to this point
in Section IlI.B. In addition, a cool envelope
might be expected to consist of cool regions of
the wind of the late-type central star. As will be
seen, the source of the hot continuum needs to
come from a rather small object, which would
be a subdwarf in the present case. A wind ve-
locity on the order of the stellar escape veloc-
ity (around 1-3 103 km s-_) might then be ex-
pected. Neither emission lines with a corre-
sponding Doppler width nor absorption lines
with a corresponding blue shift are usually
observed, AG Peg perhaps being an exception.
In addition, both line and continuum absorp-
tion of the hot continuum by the cool envelope
mightbe expectedunlesstherewerelarge
deviationsfromsphericalsymmetry.No indi-
cationsof a modificationof emissionline
fluxesin theopticalbecauseof overlyingab-
sorptionareseenaspointedoutby Boyarchuk
(1969b).Similarly,as discussedin Section
I I.VIII.C,noclearsignof hotcontinuumab-
sorptionby non-interstellarexcitedneutralab-
sorptionlineshasbeenreportedinhighdisper-
sionUVobservations.Moreover,whenlowex-
citationlinesareseenin thenearUV,theydo
notappearto beassociatedwith thespectrum
resemblingthatof a cool star.Forinstance,
FaraggianandHack(1971)foundthat the
M6IlI-typeabsorptionspectrumof CH Cyg
wasveiledby thebluecontinuumpresentin
1967.Johnson(1982),however,claimedthat
continuumabsorptionby amorphousilicate
smokemightoccurintheUVof RAqr.Never-
theless,aspointedoutby Johnson,eventhis
couldbeexplainedby a binarymodelwith
absorptionof hotcontinuumradiationby the
coolstar'swind.
Absorption of the hot continuum might be
less important if there were deviations from
spherical symmetry, such as in the model sug-
gested by Menzel (1969), further extending his
1946 proposal, with a cool ring formed by a
magnetic field around the hot star. However, as
previously seen, the cool component observed
in symbiotic stars appears very normal. Also,
no magnetic fields were detected by Slovak
(1978) for symbiotic stars.
Another argument was given by Boyarchuk
(1982). "If we propose that a symbiotic star is
a hot star with a hot nebula, and that TiO-bands
and other absorption features are formed in
other parts of this nebula, we should note that in
the spectra of many symbiotic stars we observe
the absorption line of Cal 4227 A. This line has
very extended 'wings' which is normal for a
cool star spectrum. But, if we calculate the col-
umn density which is needed to produce such
wings in a nebula, and multiply by the surface
of the nebula which is huge, then we will obtain
the mass of the absorption envelope that is
equal to several solar masses. It is difficult to
understand how such envelope could exist".
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The second form of the hot central star with
cool envelope model is to suppose that one has
an object rather like a compact planetary neb-
ula. This sort of explanation can be attempted
for D-type symbiotics for which indications of
the presence of the cool spectral component are
less clear in the visual. Nussbaumer and Schild
(1981) made a proposal of this kind lor VI016
Cyg. They calculate the emission line fluxes
with their model; emission came from a shell
with a mass of ionized hydrogen of 3 x 10 4
M o surrounding a hot star with an effective
temperature of 1.6x105 K and a radius of 0.06
R o. Other single star models for this object
exist, such as those discussed by Baratta et al.
(1974) and Ahem et al. (1977).
The objection connected with the absence of
spectroscopic signatures of a high-velocity
wind have less importance for the last kind of
model. This is because a low-velocity enve-
lope, in principle, could have been ejected
from a previously existing red giant with a
much lower escape velocity, this giant then
having become a subdwarf (see Figure 12-2).
Indeed according to the mechanism of Kwok el
al. (1978) a planetary nebula might be formed
as a result of the collision of the wind of a
subdwarf and that of the pre-existing red giant.
However the evidence for the existence of a
cool star spectral component even for D-type
symbiotic stars seems to contradict planetary
nebula types of model.
III.B. COOL STAR WITH HOT ENVELOPE
As for the previously considered single-star
models, rather simple considerations lead to
major problems for cool star with hot envelope
models. It is hard for the present models to
produce the strong observed hot continua al-
ready studied by Boyarchuk (1967a, 1968,
1969a) in the optical, and in more recent years,
well-studied in the satellite ultraviolet. The
energy radiated in different forms will be dis-
cussed later, but we can anticipate by stating
that the energy radiated by the hot continuum
and the emission lines is of the same order as
that due to the cool spectral component. Let us
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also mention a calculation performed by Alia-
more et al. (1981) for Z And; the regions pro-
ducing the emission lines of highly ionized
atoms seen in the UV could not produce the
strong UV continuum observed in Z And. This
result does not appear very easy to change,
even with other assumptions for the calcula-
tions.
One can try to avoid some of the problems
associated with the production of the hot con-
tinuum, if it is assumed to be produced by op-
tically thick spots of the cool star's photo-
sphere resembling solar faculae. Wdowiak
(1977) suggested a model of this type for CH
Cyg involving magnetic heating following a
prediction of kilogauss surface magnetic
fields, while Oliversen et al. (1982) suggested
the presence of a large spot with associated
magnetic activity to explain the phenomena of
AG Dra. The lack of detection of coherent mag-
netic fields for CH Cyg, AG Peg and, EG And
by Slovak (1978), however, poses a special
problem for this form of model•
Other types of arguments against models of
cool stars surrounded by coronae have been
given by Kenyon (1996, p. 13). He based his
reasoning on results obtained by Hartman et al.
(19gl, 1982) concerning more "normal" late
type stars• In the latter, the flux of the Hell
1640 A line is correlated with X-ray emission
observed using the Einstein satellite, as ex-
pected if a substantial part of the double pho-
toionization of helium is due to X-ray radiation
from a hot corona with temperatures above 10"
K. Kenyon points out that T CrB and V 1017 Sgr
have X-ray emission without Hell 1640 A,
while R Aqr and AG Dra show X-ray emission
that is one to two orders of magnitude less than
that predicted from Hell. The two former stars
are usually considered rather to be recurrent
novae, and perhaps, they may be different from
most of the stars considered in this chapter,
while the results from the two latter stars indi-
cate either a different mechanism for photoion-
izing helium (e.g., the photosphere of a hot
star) or a relatively cool corona. Kenyon (1986,
p. 13) also argues from the NV 1240 A/CIV
1550 A flux ratio observed for "'nonnal stars";
this ratio can be much lower in symbiotic star
spectra. One may conclude, perhaps, in the
light of the arguments given by Kenyon, that
any symbiotic star corona, if present, would
have to be rather unusual.
If we consider single-star models in general,
we also see that the exphmation of the vari-
ations is not clear• How can one produce what
appear to be eclipses, while though it might not
be impossible to explain active phases, expla-
nations of them appear rather vague? In any
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case, in view of what has been said, single-star
models seem difficult to support, unless rather
artificial assumptions are made. Therefore, we
shall not pay very much more attention to them
in the following discussion.
IV. BINARY MODELS
Binarity is very common among stars, and
interaction between components can lead to
many effects when these components are close.
As we shall see, binary models have a strong
predictive power. In any case, it is immediately
obvious that composite spectra and eclipses are
straightforwardly explained in the framework
of such models. The main signature of close
binarity, radial velocity variations, has been
discussed in Section I I.X.D. Evidence for the
presence of such variations has been rapidly
improving.
Instead of considering particular models, it
is more useful to consider the different proc-
esses that can occur in binaries. Several proc-
esses could be responsible for the phenomena
in symbiotic stars: the question will be which
process is dominant. In addition, the physics of
these processes is often still badly understood,
and different possibly conflicting phenomena
need to be mentioned.
In all the following discussion, we shall
suppose, as discussed in Section I I.X.B, that
the cool spectral component is really produced
by a cool giant star. The different processes and
phenomena lead to conflicting interpretations
of the nature of the hot component and concern
the interactions between the components. We
shall now consider the different processes and
possible phenomena.
IV.A. HOT COMPONENT AS A
SUBDWARF OR A REJUVENATED
WHITE DWARF
The simplest interpretation is that the hot
continuum comes directly from a hot star simi-
lar to the nucleus of a planetary nebula. In this
case, we can predict the form of the continuum.
In addition, if the emission line fluxes and
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radio emission come from an HII region, we
can, in principle, obtain information about un-
observable wavelength ranges of the contin-
uum that photoionizes the HII region. In this
way, analysis of the observations leads to the
deduction of the characteristics of the hot star.
This type of analysis, to be described later, was
performed by Kenyon and Webbink (1984).
If such an interpretation is accepted, active
phases must be linked to changes in the proper-
ties of the hot component. In fact, a fair amount
of theoretical work has been done, supposing
that the hot component is an accreting white
dwarf undergoing thermonuclear events or
even continuous shell burning. The accreted
material then comes from the stellar compan-
ion by processes that will be considered later.
According to lben (1982), the condition for
steady hydrogen burning is
I_1>1.32x10 -7 Mwd 3.57 Moyr -I,
where 1_I is the mass accretion rate in solar
masses per year and M d, the white dwarf mass
in solar masses. For an I¢,1 above a slightly
larger limit, the envelope of the accreting star
expands so it resembles a giant, while for
smaller rates, recurrent outbursts occur.
The different forms of possible behavior of an
accreting white dwarf were studied in detail by
Fujimoto (1982a, b), and are summarized in
Figure 12-3 taken from the second of these
papers.
In general, two types of stable configuration
of accreting white dwarf exist, according to
Fujimoto. In one, nuclear shell burning com-
pensates for energy losses; in the other, gravi-
tational energy release balances the radiative
energy loss. Steady burning occurs in the for-
mer configuration, which has a lower limit to
the mass of the hydrogen-rich envelope. For
lower accretion rates, transitions occur be-
tween these two configurations, which are not
stable. Starting from the second configuration,
accretion leads to an increase in the mass of the
hydrogen-rich envelope. A "hydrogen shell
flash" then occurs, associated with a transition
to theother configuration. If energy losses are
larger than thermonuclear energy generation,
this new state does not last, and the white dwarf
returns to its initial state. The cycle is then
repeated.
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Figure 12-3. Behavior of accreting white dwar[k it+a
graph (_ white dwarf mass against the accretion rate.
according to Fujim(m> (1982h1.
Examining in more detail Figure 12-3, one
sees first the region at the bottom of the figure;
that is where the envelope of the white dwarf
expands, so as to make it like a giant. The star
will then fill its Roche lobe; if the companion
also fills its Roche lobe a sort of contact binary
will be formed; otherwise, the system will be
semi-detached with mass transfer front the
expanded white dwarf to its companion. For
lower accretion rates, steady state burning
occurs, and the expanded white dwarf will be a
strong source in the extreme UV. Even lower
accretion rates are associated with recurrent
events, their nature depending on the extent to
which the white dwarf expands. It expands
during hydrogen burning to less than a solar
radius for higher accretion rates, and to larger
radii for lower rates. Finally, for very low ac-
cretion rates, the white dwarf envelope ex-
pands at high velocity during a shell flash, and
a nova explosion occurs. However, the limits of
this theory should be noted; in particular, a
simple interpretation of observations of classi-
cal novae in quiescence suggests higher accre-
tion rates than would be possible, according to
the calculations of Fujimoto.
Fujimoto (1982b) also calculates time
scales. During a shell flash, the duration of
burning is
r=AM./( l_lex -1_1),
where M is the mass of the accreted envelope,
I_ the minimum mass accretion rate for
steady burning, and _ the actual rate. Hence,
for AM t equal at ignition to i0 _ Moand a value
of(l_l - _of3 x 10-TM ° yr ', l: is 3 years.
Explanations of symbiotic stars using such
models were proposed by Tutukov and Yungel-
son (1976), Paczynski and Zytkow (1978),
Paczynski and Rudak (1980), and by Kenyon
and Truran (1983). Paczynski and Rudak di-
vided symbiotic stars into two classes. In type 1
symbiotic stars, the luminosity was produced
in a stable burning hydrogen shell; small vari-
ations of accretion rate led to changes of radius
and effective temperature of the expanding
white dwarf at constant bolometric magnitude.
Thus, an active phase of this type of symbiotic
star was associated with a small increase of the
accretion rate; the effective temperature
dropped while the radius increased, causing an
increase of the visual brightness over a time
scale of the order of AM_/I¢I c, (using our previ-
ous notation), estimated by Paczynski and
Rudak as of the order of 2.5 years. Type II
symbiotic stars, according to the explanation of
Paczynski and Rudak, have an accretion rate
below /_I, and therefore, are undergoing re-
curring shell flashes. This explanation was
used for symbiotic novae.
Shell flashes were also discussed by Kenyon
and Truran (1983) and by Kenyon (1986) to
explain the symbiotic novae phenomenon. The
rise to visual maximum is characterized by two
phases illustrated in Figure 12-4.
A rapid increase in bolometric luminosity at
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almost constant radius (A to A" in Figure 12-4)
is followed by a phase at nearly constant
bolometric luminosity (C to C' in the figure). In
the first phase, the visual brightness is almost
constant while the effective temperature of the
star increases, so being able to strongly ionize
any surrounding nebula. In the later phase,
however, the temperature drops and the visual
brightness rises (see Figure 12-4b). Weaker
flashes lead to shorter tracks in the H-R dia-
gram (for instance to C' in the figures). Kenyon
and Truran (1983) divided symbiotic novae
into two classes. RR Tel, RT Ser, and perhaps
AG Peg had strong flashes, showing like classi-
cal novae B-F supergiant spectra at maximum,
characteristic of not very high temperatures.
VI016 Cyg, V!329 Cyg, and HM Sge were
considered to be examples of weak shell
flashes; they did not evolve into F supergiants
and had planetary nebula-type spectra even at
maximum. We shall discuss this point again in
Chapter 13, Section IV.C.
We can conclude this section by stating that
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binary models containing an expanded white
dwarf component appear promising in certain
respects at least. Future work will show
whether they really represent the observations
well.
IV.B. ACCRETION PROCESSES
Accretion has already been invoked in the
discussion about expanded white dwarfs. It can
play a dominant role in other ways, and we
shall now discuss them. Two simple sorts of
accretion are conceivable, (1) via a disk fol-
lowing Roche lobe overflow, and (2) from the
wind of the companion star.
The former type of accretion has already
been extensively discussed for dwarf novae,
novae in quiescence, and nova-like cataclys-
mic variables in this volume. In a classical
case, material flows from the inner Lagragian
point in a stream that strikes the accretion disk
at a bright spot. Angular momentum is lost in
the disk and a boundary layer is formed be-
tween the disk and the mass gaining star. As in
the previous situation where the hot continuum
came directly from a star, one can calculate a
theoretical energy distribution for observable
and also unobservable spectral regions able to
photoionize various atoms. The methods of cal-
culating the energy distribution are the same as
for dwarf novae, novae in quiescence and nova-
like cataclysmic variables.
Kenyon and Webbink (1984) have calcu-
lated theoretical energy distributions for sym-
biotic stars, supposing that the hot component
was due to accretion. They assumed that radia-
tion was emitted by a disk locally radiating as
a blackbody (that is, by a disk consisting of a
sum of blackbodies at different temperatures)
and a boundary layer radiating as a blackbody
at one temperature. The inclination of the disk
and occultation of part of the boundary layer
were taken into account. Kenyon and Webbink
considered accretion both onto a white dwarf,
and onto a main sequence star, and found no
example of the former case when comparing
theory and observations. For stars whose con-
tinuum energy distribution suggested a main
sequence accretor model, difficulties were en-
countered in explaining emission line intensi-
ties as due to photoionization. This type of
approach will be considered in more detail
below, but it is already clear that it needs to be
refined in future work.
In cataclysmic binaries, emission line for-
mation in or near a disk leads to double peaked
profiles for large inclinations (Smak, 1981). A
bright spot, if present, would lead to an S wave
profile as for cataclysmic binaries (see Section
2.Ill.B.I.e), and variations in the ratio of the
violet to the red peak over the orbital cycle.
Eclipses of an accretion disk should also
lead to characteristic time variations of the
continuum and the emission line profiles, as
seen for cataclysmic binaries. This is because
an accretion disk does not have the same
brightness distribution at a given wavelength
as a star, while different parts having different
rotational velocities contribute to different
parts of line profiles, eclipsed at different
times. (The theory of this is described in Sec-
tion 4.III of this Monograph).
When accretion occurs from a wind, disk
formation is difficult, because only a small
amount of angular momentum should be ac-
creted. The three-dimensional theory has been
treated by Livio et al. (1986a,b). The second of
these papers describes the results of calcula-
tions in three dimensions, taking account of
pressure. Conditions necessary for the forma-
tion of a disk were obtained in that paper.
Enough angular momentum must be accreted
for material to be able to rotate at a Keplerian
velocity at the radius of the accretor at least.
Livio et al. (1986b) give a condition for the for-
mation of a disk in their equation (21):
¢_ /4 vgVre_<3.7xl0 _/0.2_ (M j/0.6] {P/10y} ''
{R ,14.5x10 cm11 (12.1)
Here V_ is the relative velocity of the wind
and the accreting object, _ = l,/ll_rt is the ratio of
the accreted angular momentum to that depos-
ited at the radius of accretion, according to the
classical theory of Bondi and Hoyle (1944),
Mwj the mass of the accreting star (taken to be
a white dwarf by Livio et al.), R j the radius of
the accreting star, and P the orbital period. The
calculations of Livio et al. (their Table 1) give
values of _ ranging form 0.10 to 0.23, depend-
ing on the assumed Mach number and ratio of
specific heats. For a symbiotic star having a pe-
riod of 2 years, _ equal to 0.15, a white dwarf
accretor with a mass of 1.0 M and a radius of
Q
9.5 x l0 N cm, the condition is V et < 28 km s _.
For a main sequence accretor with a radius of 6
x 10_ cm, this condition becomes Vre_ < 17 km
s_. Wind velocities of red giants can be ex-
pected to be very low; if the orbital part of Vrc_
is near 20 km s _, formation of a disk around a
white dwarf may be possible following wind
accretion. Livio (1988) found that a disk could
be formed by wind accretion round a white
dwarf accretor of the symbiotic star AG Dra.
There are, however, many uncertainties in
the theory of disk formation from winds. For
instance, the two dimensional calculations of
Matsuda et al. (1987) found nonsteady behav-
ior with the accreted angular momentum being
able to change sign. More work remains to be
done, before one can be sure when disks can be
formed by accretion from a wind.
Accretion processes can also be invoked to
explain the active phases of symbiotic stars.
The models are fairly similar to those for the
outbursts of dwarf novae, described in Chapter
3. As for the latter, one can conceive both of
instabilities of the secondary leading to times
when the mass transfer rate is enhanced, and of
instabilities of the accretion disk, if one is
present.
in addition to the dwarf nova type of insta-
bility proposed by Bath (1975, 1977) for a cool
component of such a binary, another type of
instability was suggested by Kenyon (1986),
associated with recurrent helium shell flashes.
A cool giant in a double shell phase of evolu-
tion is modeled with secular combustions in
two shells; an outer shell burning hydrogen to
helium and an inner shell burning helium. The
latter is unstable because of the presence of a
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convectivenvelopeaboveit, preventingex-
pansion associated with an increase of thermal
energy. Such an increase leads to a sudden
increase of energy generation of the helium
shell and a large expansion, which temporarily
extinguishes the hydrogen binary shell. Such
events should not have much effect on the sur-
face properties of a single red giant, but accord-
ing to Kenyon (1986), the small predicted in-
crease in photospheric radius could power a
mass transfer instability. The phenomenon is
predicted to be periodic with a period P in years
given by
(12.2)
log P = 3.05 - 4.5 (M .... - i'OMe)
Kenyon fitted this expression to observed
activity of R Aqr; a 44-year period would cor-
respond to a core mass of 1.3 M ° and a bolom-
etric magnitude of-7. This was thought tolera-
bly close to the observed one of symbiotic
stars, considering both the theoretical uncer-
tainties and the uncertainty in the distance of
the star.
It may be noted that periodic mass transfer
events could also occur at periastron, if the
orbits were eccentric. Determinations of the
eccentricity of orbits by Garcia and Kenyon
(1988) suggest that in some, but not all, cases,
the orbits are fairly circular (see Section
I I.X.D), rendering such a mechanism fairly
unlikely for those stars at least.
Disk instability calculations were made by
Duschl (1983,1986a,b). In the latter of these
papers, calculations were made in cases of
accretion by a one-solar mass main sequence
star. The limit cycle instability model led to
heating and cooling fronts crossing the disk; re-
flection of a front of one type led to propaga-
tion of a front of the opposite type. Conditions
for this type of model to work for symbiotic
stars indicated breakdown of the model as fol-
lows (Duschl 1986b):
A: The description breaks down, as the
disks are no longer geometrically thin.
B: The disks are too large, so that the out-
bursts are too rare to be consistent with
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the observations.
C: The outbursts occur too rarely, as the
mass transfer rate is too low.
D: No outbursts occur at all, as the un-
stable branch does not appear within the
disk; i.e., the disk can be everywhere sta-
tionary on the upper branch.
E: Maximum brightness is too small to be
consistent with observations.
The regions in which disk instabilities are
possible are shown in a diagram of the accre-
tion rate and the disk radius, according to
Duschl, in Figure 12-5.
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Figure 12-5. Location of possible models for symbiotic
stars (shaded area), according to Duschl (1986b). The
restrictions AA to EE are those described in the text.
Abscissae are log of the outer radius of the disk so. and
ordinates log of the mass transfer rate.
In situations where accretion from a wind
occurs, the accretion rate varies inversely as
the fourth power of the relative (wind + orbital)
velocity of the accretor and the wind. A de-
crease in the wind velocity would, therefore,
cause an increase in the accretion luminosity.
However, it is very difficult for a high enough
luminosity to be produced for a main sequence
accretor, because the calculations of Kenyon
and Webbink (1984) indicate accretion rates of
-10 -5 M o yr -_ in such cases, and the mass-loss
rate of a cool giant wind would have to be even
greater.
It is hard to assess the relevance of models
involving accretion rate changes. In general,
simple models would predict that activity is
associated with temperature increases of the
disk and, hence, a flux increase at all wave-
lengths. However, the behavior of the bound-
ary layer in particular needs also to be taken
intoaccount.Thetheoriesof disksplusbound-
ary layersaresufficientlyuncertainthatit is
notsurewhetheraccretioneventscanberuled
outwhenobservationsclearlyindicatethatthe
hotsourcecoolsduringanoutburst.Therefore,
it isprematuretomakeajudgementof thistype
of theory.
IV. C.WINDSFROMBOTH
COMPONENTS
Thestrongwindexpectedfromthe cool
giantcomponentof a symbioticbinaryshould
haveimportanteffects.Emissionlinesand,in
certainconditions,absorptionlinescanbe
produced;indeed,it canbewhatis sometimes
calledthe"nebula".
Thewindsof normalcoolgiantshaverather
lowvelocitiesof theorderof 10_kms_,andcan
beexpectedto giveriseto rathernarrowemis-
sionlines.Radiativetransferin anexpanding
mediumcanbeexpectedto produceradialve-
locitydifferencesbetweenthecentersof opti-
cally verythickresonanceandopticallythin
lines.This is becausea multiply scattered
photoninsidetheprofileof anopticallythick
lineformedinsuchamediumwillbesomewhat
redshiftedby eachscattering,producinga net
redshiftof theemissionline.In addition,if the
continuousspectrumis nottooweak,thistype
of line will alsohavea blueshiftedP Cygni
absorptioncomponenteatinginto the blue
wingof theemisssionline,andsoincreasing
themeanredshiftof theobservedlineemis-
sion.Sucha differencebetweenthe radial
velocititesof high-ionizationresonancelines
andsemiforbiddenli eshasbeenobservedin
theultravioletspectraof anumberof symbiotic
stars(Friedjunget al., 1983).
Photoionizationcanbeexpectedtobedueto
thehotcompanion,whichisnotatthecenterof
I u 1
3(l-u)'- (I-u) _'-3;
(2cos"____ _;----_,O 1)u-c°sO _; [tanf(u,0)=.
2sm"U(u-cosU) -" + 2sin 0t
I u 1
3 (l+u) _ 3(l+u)':
the cool component's wind. Ionization models
must take this lack of spherical symmetry into
account. The consequences of this were first
calculated for the interpretation of radio obser-
vations by Seaquist et al. (1984) and by Taylor
and Seaquist (1984). In these papers, the ge-
ometry of the ionizaton boundary is calculated
as a function of flu, 0) with u a radial distance
centered on the hot star and normalized to the
binary separation, and 0 the angle between a
line joining a point to the central star and that
joining the two stars. Then f(u, 0) was set equal
to X at the boundary, where
X=4xla2mn2/OtaLph (I_]V) 2 (12.3)
Here 1_ is the cool component mass loss
rate, V is the wind velocity assumed constant,
a is the distance between the two stars, Lph is the
flux of hydrogen ionizing photons per second
emitted by the hot component, c_ is the recom-
bination coefficient, mu is the mass of a hydro-
gen atom, and p. the molecular weight. Finally,
the expressions given by equations (12.4) were
used Ior f(u, 0).
The relative orbital motion of the stars is
neglected, and velocities are supposed low
enough that local ionization is in equilibrium.
The results of calculations of the form of the
ionized region and the resulting radio spectrum
are shown in Figure 12-6 from Seaquist el al.
(1984).
This type of model has been extended by
Nussbaumer and Schmutz (1983), Nussbaumer
et al. (1986), and by Nussbaumer and Vogel
(1987). The most detailed calculations are in
the last of these papers. The wind is supposed to
be accelerated with a velocity law of the form:
V r = (I-R/r) _V
Where r is the distance from the star's cen-
0=0
'(u-c°s O)+tansin0 '(cot 0)] + 2c°SO'sin20' O_:O,Jr (12.4)
Oz ]'_.
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ter and R, the radius for the origin of the wind,
while the constant 13 was assumed equal to I.
Emission line profiles were calculated assum-
ing the lines optically thin. Nussbaumer and
Vogel considered the non-validity of this as-
sumption to be responsible for the calculated
HelI 1640 A flux of V1329 Cyg, being too
strong at minimum brightness.
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Figure 12-6. Left." the shal_e of the ionization j)m_t for various values oJthe parameter X (eq. 12.3L The position _ the
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Nussbaumer and Vogel (1987) also propose
an explanation for what happens when a symbi-
otic star becomes active. According to them,
the mass-loss rate from the cool star then in-
creases, causing a change in the geometry of
the ionized regions and, hence, a variation of
emission line and continuum radiation due to
recombinations. Clearly, such a mechanism
cannot work in a situation where the initially
present hot continuum cools or disappears.
The compact conponent's wind needs also to
be taken into consideration. This could either
be from the stellar companion or from an accre-
tion disk if one is present. The velocity can be
expected to be much higher than that of the
wind of the cool giant and could produce wide
emission components and wide P Cygni ab-
sorption components with a large blue shift, as
indeed is seen for cataclysmic variables. There
is also a possibility of collimation of a wind
from a disk, and so a bipolar flow can be
formed. For instance, Kenyon (1987) has pro-
posed that such a wind could be driven by
Alfven waves and have a much larger velocity
perpendicular to the disk than in other direc-
tions.
If two winds are present, collisions can be
expected to occur between them. A number of
papers have been written based on such models
(Kwok et al, 1984; Wallerstein et al., 1984;
Willson et al., 1984; Kwok and Leahy, 1984;
Girard and Willson, 1987; and Kwok, 1988).
The model is applied to symbiotic novae, for
which the compact component is supposed to
produce a high-velocity wind during the out-
burst, while the physical model has been de-
rived in most detail by Girard and Willson
1987).
The situation is shown in Figure 12-7. Mate-
rial accumulates on the boundary where the
winds meet, and the nebular shell produced
will be deformed as can be seen in the figure.
Different regions of this shell will have differ-
ent ionizations and so emit in different emis-
sion lines, which will not, therefore, necessar-
ily have the same profile. The situation in the
immediate vicinity of the binary is shown in the
_slow,,
[( _ f wind region
k ersUtPted "''_" %
nebular ._ JJ
shell /-
/1
Figure 12-7. Colliding wind geometry, according to
the model of Girard and Willson (1987).
lower part of the figure. A steady state configu-
ration is reached there. This steady state was
studied by Girard and Willson (1987), who first
ignored the orbital motion of the binary and
assumed the wind interaction region thin.
Equations were derived based on mass and
momentum conservation. The authors found
that the shape of the shell only depended on the
product m.w, where rn is the ratio of the mass
loss rates and w the ratio of the wind velocities.
The steady state solutions indicate that the
wind interaction occurred on the surfaces of
truncated cones. The forms of these for differ-
ent values of m.w are shown in Figure 12-8.
Girard and Willson then calculated a dy-
namical shell model including orbital motion,
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Figure 12-8. Steady state colliding wind solutionsj)'om
Girard and Willson (1987). The star with the high ve-
locity wind is at the origin _" the coordinate system.
while its companion is one unit away on the abscissae.
The curves represent the sections _ the interaction
surfaces which have the _)rm _[truncated cones. Each
curve is labelled with a value _/m,_:
and assuming a sudden turn on of the high-
velocity wind. The orbits were circular, and the
stars of equal mass. The results of calculations
for a stellar separation of 20 a.u., an orbital
period of 60 years, wind velocities of 500 and
20 km s _ and a high-velocity to low-velocity
mass-loss rate ratio m of 2 are shown in Figure
12-9.
Certain forms might even mimic bipolar
flows to some extent. The authors also specu-
lated on the possibility of higher velocities of
material in the hot shocked region near the
apex of a cone than in other parts of this cone.
Kwok and Leahy (1984) calculated proper-
ties of X-ray emission from colliding winds.
The emission is deduced to be from thermal
bremstrahlung of plasma at 107K characteristic
of colliding winds. Girard and Willson (1987)
also discussed X-ray emission; they were un-
able, however, to make a detailed prediction, as
it was not clear what proportion of the available
_'nergy flux was radiated. In general, colliding
wind models seem to need more physics.
IV.D. ENHANCED SOLAR-TYPE ACTIV-
ITY OF THE COOL STELLAR COMPO-
NENT
Another possibility is that the symbiotic
phenomenon is due to increased solar-type
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activity of the cool stellar component (Alta-
more et al., 1981; Friedjung et al., 1983;
Friedjung, 1988). This could be associated with
a higher rotational velocity than for normal
cool giants because of tidal locking of the rota-
tional and orbital periods. A region similar to
the solar transition region might then produce
the high-ionization emission lines observed,
while small variations in the wind from the cool
giant could cause large changes in the accretion
rate to the compact component, and, hence, in
the nature of any accretion disk. The model was
proposed because early IUE observations of Z
And suggested that the hot continuum was not
hot enough to produce the highest ionization
lines in photoionized regions, while some
lines, at least, were formed in a region where
high-temperature radiation was diluted, a re-
gion that is far from that where the hot contin-
uum was formed. In addition, a certain form of
reasoning suggested that this region was thin.
The fact that high-ionization resonance lines of
CI Cyg, unlike other lines of this star were little
or not eclipsed also seemed to support the
model. However, it now appears that enough
high-energy radiation is generally present for
photoionization. Mikolajewska (1986) showed
that the high-ionization emisssion lines of C!
Cyg had radial velocity variations, probably in
phase with those of the compact component,
and first results on the widths of absorption
lines of the cool component of CI Cyg (Ben-
sammar et al., 1988), suggest that the rotation
of CI Cyg may not be tidally locked to its or-
bital period. The model may also have other
problems. However, even if effects of in-
creased activity of the cool giant are less im-
portant than originally proposed, the possibil-
ity of their presence should not be forgotten in
future interpretations.
IV.E. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE
MODELS
It appears that, in principle, it should be
possible to learn a lot if one assumes the pres-
ence of accretion in interactive binaries either
from Roche lobe overflow or from a wind. Such
processes need not be steady; not only can the
_t=l yr
/. ,' i t=5 yrs
\ 20AU " / __'_ li'0yrs
J t = 30 yrs
Figure 12-9. Evolution _[ colliding winds.fiom Girard and Will,win (1987).
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rateof accretionchange,but alsothermonu-
clearflashescanoccur.
All thebinarymodelsconsideredmphasize
one physical process, and it is clear that several
processes occur either simultaneously or at
least in different symbiotic stars. A realistic
theory needs to consider, at the same time, all
the processes mentioned. In addition, the phys-
ics of several of them is still not very well
understood and needs further study before
more definite conclusions can be drawn.
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